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Abstract

Elevated temperature structural design codes pay attention to strain concentration at

structural discontinuities due to creep and plasticity, since it causes to enlarge creep-

fatigue damage of material. One of the difficulties to predict strain concentration is its

dependency on loading, constitutive equations, and relaxation time.

This study investigated fundamental mechanism of strain concentration and its

main factors. It was clarified that strain concentration was caused from strain

redistribution between elastic and inelastic regions, which can be quantified by the

elastic follow-up parameter. As a function of inelastic strain, the elastic follow-up

parameter can describe variation of strain concentration during incremental loading and

relaxation process, caused by transition of strain distribution from peak strain

concentration to secondary stress redistribution

Structures have their own elastic follow-up characteristics as a function of inelastic

strain, which is insensitive to constitutive equations. It means that application of

inelastic analysis is not difficult to obtain elastic follow-up characteristics.
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